
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 

My name is Student Name.  I have completed my higher secondary Education from 

Gujarat Board in 2015 with 53%. Then I got the opportunity to work with Buysoft Information 

Technology as a Computer Faculty from May 2015 to December 2018. And then I have 

joined NBP Technology LLP as a Sales and Dispatch Executive since February 2019 to till 

date.   

A computer science degree may seem pretty daunting and demands I learn more, study 

more, and do more. But don’t forget to live my life. Have fun, meet up with friends, go 

clubbing or travelling, get involved in some student activities. Computer Science is the study 

of computers and computing concepts. It includes hardware and software, as well as 

networking and the Internet. 

I will start my Bsc Computer Science course with the fundamentals of computing and 

software development. Their computer science degree helps me to develop systems using 

the very latest technologies. I can specialise in Concept of technologies and artificial 

intelligence, networking, Computer system structure, Introduction to software development, 

Social and professional project management, object oriented programming and software 

engineering, Integrated systems, Undergraduate Project, Principles of programming , 

System Development and Modern Database Practices and so on Studying this course will 

develop my overall skills in IT field. 

University which seems the best fit for my future goals as I find the course has been 

designed in such a way to give the students maximum insight into the field of mechanical 

engineers with tremendous scope of hands on training. The course is professionally 

accredited by the institution of mechanical engineers. The course is ranked first for student 

experience and teaching quality in the UK acc to Sunday Times Good University Guide 

2020. Also the course provide an option to complete the third year in a paid professional 

work placement which attracted me the most.  

 

The college which would assist me with providing itemized information is London South 

Bank University. This college has been granted a silver rating for showing greatness under 

TEF.  

 



This university has been awarded a silver rating for teaching excellence under TEF. The 

university is recognized for providing one to one attention to the students and developing 

their personality as per the current scenario of the market. I researched all the things from 

the website of the university as well as I have the brochure of the university, which I 

downloaded from university’s website. Thus, the job prospectus of the university is also 

good. Teaching methods are qualitative. The teaching staff come from and maintains link 

with industries, some of them has also won National Teaching Fellowship Award. If I get a 

chance to study under this type of award-winning teachers and I would love to come to this 

university and get the golden opportunity. Further I got attracted with the location of the 

university.   

The most important aspect of computer science is problem solving, an essential skill for 

life. Students study the design, development and analysis of software and hardware used 

to solve problems in a variety of business, scientific and social contexts. Because 

computers solve problems to serve people, there is a significant human side to computer 

science as well. I grew up having an ultimate goal to pursue a BSc in Computer Science, 

but all it took for this goal not being met was a mistake while submitting my country’s 

required “choice of study” education system. 
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